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The concept of smart villages has been gaining ground in
European policies, in particular through the joint political
effort of the European Commission and the European
Parliament, supported by other institutions. Providing a
comprehensive European support to develop the potential of
rural areas certainly involves mobilising and coordinating a
whole range of different policies, from agriculture, regional
policy, digitalisation, transport and many more. There are a
number of strategic documents at the level of the European
Union that now embody the concept of smart villages, such as
the new Communication on “A long term Vision for EU Rural
Areas”, and lay out concrete actions to support its further
development. In my presentation, I will in particular show this
concept is now embedded in the remit of the Common
Agricultural Policy. The latter continues to be the most
important EU policy intervening in the EU rural economy in
terms of funding and the range of instruments, having an important effects on the rural economy
and the rural population.
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